Proceeds go to the Student Scholarship & Faculty Retiree Foundation account

**2019 Jacket with Zipper Pockets**

#LST30 (women's)

Black

Gray Black

#JST30 (men's)

Black

Gray Black

Jacket
Sizes: XS-4XL
Price: $62.00 (includes BC logo-front left chest)
$6.00 (add for personalization-front right chest)
$1.00 (add for 2XL); $2.00 (add for 3XL); $3.00 (add for 4XL)
2019 Pullover

Black LST397 Women’s Pullover

Black ST226 Men’s Pullover

Pullover
Sizes: XS-4XL
Price: $57.00 (includes BC logo-front left chest)
   $6.00 (add for personalization-front right chest)
   $1.00 (add for 2XL); $2.00 (add for 3XL); $3.00 (add for 4XL)

The Classic BC Shirts are BELOW.
Sizes: XS-4XL
Price: $47.50 (includes BC logo-front left chest)
       $6.00 (add for personalization-front right chest)
       $1.00 (add for 2XL); $2.00 (add for 3XL); $3.00 (add for 4XL)

For more information contact:
Tarina Perry, Academic Senate Office (395-4300)
Charles Kim, Academic Senate Treasurer (720-2017)